


PREMIUM FINE ART ALBUMS

Traditional techniques 
the modern way

Folio Albums’ workshop is climate-controlled 
and has specialist lighting to help maintain 
our stringent standards of  consistency and 
quality. It’s staffed by a talented team who 
take huge pride in crafting beautiful pieces 
people will treasure forever.

Although age-old production techniques 
are used, Folio Albums applies modern lean 
manufacturing principles. This reduces the 
distance between each process to improve 
both efficiency and quality.

Sustainability

Folio Albums believes they have a great 
responsibility to minimise their impact 
on the environment in whatever way they 
can. Folio Albums continually review how 
they’re working and look for new ways to 
take as little from mother earth as possible, 
while giving as much back as they can. 
Folio Albums products are beautiful and 
are crafted to last a lifetime, but not at the 
expense of  the environment and its delicate 
global ecosystem. All materials come from 
sustainable sources and, wherever possible, 
they’re also 100% recycled.

Carefully crafted in 
Britain

Everything produced is handmade to order 
at Folio Albums’ workshop in Yorkshire. The 
team makes sure each album is truly special 
– whether you have bespoke requests, want 
lots of  personalisation or just want to be 
certain you’ll get an exceptional finish. 









The Matted Album embodies a classic elegance and impeccable 
attention to detail. The thick pages encourage the viewer to take 

their time to appreciate each image individually.

Your prints are mounted underneath bevelled matts to individually 
frame each image. The album lays flat but unlike the original Fine 

Art Book,  Matted Albums are available in 14x10”, 12×12”, 10x10” and 
8x8”, although copies can be easily made as a Fine Art Book in any size.

The Matted Album.

zz Pages are a substantial 2.8mm thick and have a more rigid feel than 
a Fine Art Book with a choice of  3 different paper types

zz Prints are mounted beneath bevelled matts to individually frame 
each image

zz Archival-quality materials to last a lifetime
zz Extensive range of  personalisation options
zz Made using the finest quality papers and ink
zz Full grain leather and vegan friendly materials
zz All Matted Albums are hand packaged and presented in a natural 

cotton wrap and kraft cardboard box
zz Available in sizes: 12x12”, 10x10”, 8x8” & 14x10” Landscape



Mini Duplicates.

The 6x6” and A5 albums are made in exactly the same way as the 
larger Fine Art Books to both look and feel good. Same invisible 

crease. Same archival quality materials. The small books come in 
either Pastel Fabric, Bold Fabric, Essential Cotton, Purity or Heritage 
Fabric, as well as our leather ranges so you can coordinate with the 
larger albums.

They are the perfect gift to present to family and friends. 

Key Features.
zz Available in sizes: 6x6”, A5 Portrait & A5 Landscape
zz Fabric, full grain leathers & vegan cover options available
zz Made using the finest quality papers and ink
zz Extensive range of  personalisation options
zz Archival-quality materials to last a lifetime
zz Lay flat binding with an almost invisible crease
zz Natural cotton bag for 6x6” books & natural cotton wrap for A5 

books
zz Kraft presentation box



Cover Options
The album cover gives the first glimpse of  the story 

that lies within. It sets the scene and remains as 
a backdrop as the album is held and viewed time and 
time again.

Choose from beautiful cover materials selected for their 
quality and eco credentials, including vegan-friendly 
fabrics. Be inspired by the colour of  bridesmaid’s 
dresses, flowers or the season itself.

Let your creativity loose and select from a range 
of  traditional and contemporary colours, materials 
ranging from leather through to 100% cotton fabrics.



Contemporary Leather.
The Contemporary Leather range includes 24 carefully-selected 

colours. Each shade has unique attributes but all are genuine 
leather of  the finest quality and durability, sourced from manufacturers 
with strict animal welfare policies. 

Ebony           

Sage           

Ivory           

Forest Green           

Saddle           

Mist           

Truffle           

Cashew           

Morello           

Dusk

Regency Blue

Nut Brown Plum

Porcelain

Peony

Latte Jade

Airforce Blue

Pewter

Honey Graphite

Blush

Sandstone

Pillar Box



Purity.
A vegan-friendly alternative to leather is available in eight beautiful 

colours carefully selected to complement a wide variety of  styles 
and themes. A PU-based material, it’s wonderfully soft with a leather-
like feel and is well suited to personalisation.

Purity.
A vegan-friendly alternative to leather is available in eight beautiful 

colours carefully selected to complement a wide variety of  styles 
and themes. A PU-based material, it’s wonderfully soft with a leather-
like feel and is well suited to personalisation.

Beach Hut Blue

Cotswold

Fossil

Lavender Oxford Blue Soft Mint

Nimbus Paperwhite



Essential Cotton.
Essential Cotton is a range of  high quality, 100% cotton colours 

with a natural open weave.

Hop

Peppermint

Denim           

Ketchup Carbon Onyx

Woodland Pebble



Silk.
For thousands of  years silk has been sourced for it’s natural quality 

and beauty. Silk covers are available in a range of  vibrant colours 
that shimmer under the light.

Aubergine

Peacock

Champagne

Powder Blue Storm

Gold Hot Pink



Heritage.
A 100% cotton fabric with a tactile open weave in four natural, 

two-toned colours. Perfect if  you’re looking for a more rustic, 
neutral finish.

Oatmeal Sea Breeze           Tusk Parchment



Endpaper Colours.
Endpapers are used as linings and as the first and last page of  each 

book or album. Wonderful White and Classic Black are by far the 
most popular but with a choice of  an additional thirteen colours why not 

tie-in or contrast with your cover or images. Golden Sands, Grey Quartz 
& Polished Pearl can add an extra shimmer with their pearlescent finish.

Classic Black

Blossom Pink

Mighty Maroon

Wonderful White

Bridle Brown

Perfect Purple Soft Grey

Lunar Blue

Very Vanilla Golden Sands

Grey Quartz

Polished Pearl

Spring Sky Sunflower Yellow Urban Grey



Cover Printing.
The latest digital technique in personalisation which involves 

printing directly on to a material in either black or white ink. 
Available on most materials.

Available fonts: Bebas, Bombshell, Century, Century Gothic, 
Courier, Futura, Gill Sans, Helvetica, Magarella, Melinda, 

Montserrat, Prata, Times, Trajan and Univers.

Cover Printing.



Blind Debossing.
Some might call it blind blocking or stamping, but it’s all the same 

magical process. Using traditional methods, letters are pressed 
into the cover without ink or foil for an elegant, classic presentation 
that’s wonderful to the touch. Blind debossing is mostly available on 
Contemporary Leather and Purity cover material ranges.

Available fonts: Coronation, Helvetica, Bebas & Prata in uppercase 
characters only.



Engraving.
Using a laser your text or bespoke motif  is engraved in to the cover 

material. The process works by removing the top layer of  the 
material to reveal the natural hues underneath. Engraving is available 
on most materials.

Available fonts: Bebas, Bombshell, Century, Century Gothic, 
Courier, Futura, Gill Sans, Helvetica, Magarella, Melinda, 

Montserrat, Prata, Times, Trajan and Univers.





22 Carat Gold 
& Palladium Finishing.

There’s precious little more to say - sometimes only real gold will 
do. 22 carat gold personalisation is available on leather & Purity 

covers. Palladium personalisation adds a luxurious ‘silver’ finish to 
your book. Rarer than gold, yet non-tarnishing like silver, palladium 
has become highly desirable with discerning clients.

Available fonts: Bebas, Bombshell, Century, Century Gothic, 
Courier, Futura, Gill Sans, Helvetica, Magarella, Melinda, 

Montserrat, Prata, Times, Trajan and Univers.



Digital Method Personalisation Fonts.
The below fonts are available for the digital methods of  

personalisation. These methods are: black & white cover printing, 
engraving, 22 carat gold finishing & palladium finishing. 

Please note that some method & cover material combinations may not 
be suitable for some of  the finer fonts.



Non-digital Method Personalisation Fonts.
The below fonts are available for the non-digital methods of  

personalisation. These methods are: blind debossing and gold & 
silver foiling.

Please note that Helvetica is only available for blind debossing, not 
gold & silver foiling. 



Presentation Packaging.

The same care and attention that is applied to the books 
and albums extends through to the packaging. Square Fine 

Art Books are placed in a natural cotton bag whilst portrait & 
landscape Fine Art Books and Matted Albums are encased in a 
natural cotton wrap. Each book or album is then hand packaged 
in a kraft presentation box as standard and carefully wrapped for 
shipping.

Upgradcs to boxes are available to allow further 
personalisation, creating truly bespoke presentation 

packaging for your book or album. From printed kraft 
presentation boxes through to handmade boxes with names, 
motifs or bespoke graphics, these enhancements give your book 
or album the personal touch.



Clamshell Box.
An elegant Clamshell Box takes the luxury of  our Fine Art Books 

and Matted Albums to a new level. It makes bringing the album 
out for viewing a truly special occasion, every time, and helps to 
protect it for decades to come.

Clamshell Boxes take their name from an old book-binding 
technique. The boxes have an elegant structural flow with a 

hinged lid connected to the base. As well as having a choice of  cotton 
cover materials you can select either a soft-close magnetic clasp or 
have the box tied with a ribbon.

Key Features.

zz Available in sizes: 6x6, 8x8, 10x10, 12x12, 14x10, A4 
Portrait, A5 Portrait, A4 Landscape & A5 Landscape

zz A choice of  any colour from our Essential Cotton & 
Heritage fabric ranges

zz A choice of  magnetic closure or ribbon tie
zz Includes cover printing or engraving as standard, 

which includes up to 2 lines of  text and a logo



Bamboo Box.
Bamboo Boxes are handmade by a Yorkshire craftsman with great 

attention to quality and detail, from the aluminium hinge to 
the smooth finger-groove and magnetic clasps. The grain variations 
mean no two are ever the same and, in addition, the lid can be laser-
engraved with names, motifs and bespoke graphics.

Bamboo Boxes can accomodate 12x12”, 10x10” and 8x8” Fine Art 
Books and are an upgrade to the standard presentation box and 

bag. Bamboo Boxes are available as a presentation upgrade for square 
Fine Art Books only, not available for Matted Albums or any of  our 
A4 & A5 sizes.


